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Abstract. Loeb measures have been utilized to represent Radon and r-smooth

measures on topological spaces via the standard part map. The purpose of this

paper is to show how to extend these results to a nontopological setting.

1. Introduction

This article considers only finite measures. In his papers [LI] and [L2], Pe-

ter Loeb discovered what now are known as Loeb measures, and utilized them

to represent standard measures via the standard part map. Since then, this

technique has turned out to be very useful, specially in applications to proba-

bility theory. The question that immediately arises is, which measures can be

represented by Loeb measures? Robert Anderson proved that if X is a Haus-

dorff space and p a Borel measure, then L(*p) o st~x(-) = p if and only if

p is Radon, and also that *p can be replaced by an internal discrete measure

with hyperfinite support (see [A]). Landers and Rogge found a way to represent

more general measures, namely those that are regular and T-smooth, by using

the outer measure generated by a Loeb measure, instead of the Loeb measure

itself (cf. [LR]).
The purpose of this article is to extend the results obtained by Anderson,

and Landers and Rogge, to abstract measure spaces. We shall work with a

zc-saturated nonstandard model, where k is larger than the cardinality of the

power set of any standard set being considered. Let (Y, ¿7") be a topological

Hausdorff space. For each y £ *Y, the monad of y, m(y), is defined to be

the set n{*0 : y £ O £ ZT}. The standard part map associates to each subset

A of Y, the set st~x(A) = U{m(y) : y £ A} c *Y. Given an algebra sf of
subsets of a set X, we shall follow a similar strategy: Select a suitable collection

V c sf , closed under finite unions and finite intersections, and containing 0

and X ; such a collection is said to be a [0, X, uf, n/]-paving. Then, define

the monads by using the paving V instead of a topology. More precisely, for

each x £ *X, let m(V, x) be the set   n{*0 : x £ *0 and O £ V}, and
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for each B C X, let st~x(V, B) be the set U{m(V, x) : x £ B}. Since V

is closed under finite unions and finite intersections, saturation arguments will
still apply.

For the purposes of this paper, it is enough to give the expression st~x (V, •)

the meaning stated above. We shall have no need to define a partial map st :

*X —> X ; such a definition requires either some type of Hausdorff condition on

V, or resorting to arbitrary choices, since a point in *X may belong to more

than one monad. At this point one faces the following difficulty: Given two

disjoint sets A, B c X, it may happen that st~x(V, A)r\st~x(V, B) / 0 (this

is never the case if X is a Hausdorff space, since then different points have

disjoint monads). However, we will show that if a finitely additive measure

p on sf is outer regular with respect to V, then there exists a sufficiently

large class W of subsets of X, such that A, B £ W and A n B — 0 imply
L(*p)[srx(V, A)nsrx(V, B)] = 0. This will allow us to obtain the results

mentioned above.

The author is indebted to Professor Peter Loeb for his help during the prepa-

ration of this article.

2. Notation, definitions, and main results

A paving V is just a collection of subsets of some given set, and cV , the

complement paving of V , consists of all complements of sets in V . We assume

that F is a paving on X, closed under finite unions and finite intersections,

and also that V contains X and 0; thus V is a [0, X, nf, U/]-paving.

Notice that cV is also a [0, X, nf, U/]-paving. The symbol T(V) denotes

the topology generated by V. When we say that a set is compact, we mean

compact with respect to T( V). Likewise, a set is Borel if it belongs to the

smallest o -algebra generated by T(V). Given a measure space (X, sf , p),

where s/ is an algebra and p a finite, finitely additive measure on sf , we

always assume that V c sf .

2.1. Definitions. Let V be a paving on a standard set X . For each x in *X ,

the V monad of x, m(V, x), is the set m(V, x) = f\{*0 : x £ *0 and

O £ V} . The set of near standard points of *X with respect to V , ns(V, *X),

is the union of all V monads of standard points in *X ; and for each subset

B of X, the standard part inverse with respect to V of the set B is given by
srx(V,B):=U{m(V,x): x £ B}.

If we consider F as a base for the topology T(V), it follows from the usual

topological case that if O is open with respect to P(F),then srx(V, O) c*0;

if C is closed, then ns(V,*X)n*C c st~x(V, C); and if K is compact, then

*K c st~x(V, K). One can easily check that the Hausdorff condition is not

needed in the proofs of these facts.
Let X be a finite, internal, finitely additive measure on (*X, *sf). In [LR],

Landers and Rogge define, for each A c *X ,

L(A)(A) := inf{L(X)(B) : A c B £ *sf}.

A Borel measure p is x-smooth if for every collection 2? of open sets, di-

rected by inclusion, we have p(uSf) = sup{/z(G) : G £%}. Next we give the

corresponding notion in the nontopological case.
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2.2. Definitions. Let X be a finite, finitely additive measure on an algebra s/ .

If a collection of sets S is directed by inclusion (i.e., S is directed upwards)

and US - O, we write S \ O. The measure X is said to be x-smooth with

respect to V if for every subcollection S of V such that S \ US £ V, we

have A(l)S) = sup{A(G) : G £ S} . We say that A is outer regular with respect

to V if for every e > 0 and every A £ sf there exists a set O in V such

that A c O and X(0\A)<s. Inner regularity with respect to a given paving

is defined in an analogous fashion.

2.3. Remark. If X is outer regular with respect to V, then X is inner regular

with respect to cV. To see why this is true, remember that X is finite, and

just take complements. In the presence of outer regularity (with respect to V ),

saying that X is T-smooth with respect to V is equivalent to the seemingly

weaker condition

(1) For every collection S of V sets with S ] X, we have A(X) =

sup{A(G) :G£S}.
This equivalence can be proven by an argument similar to the one showing

that every closed subset of a compact set is compact. Assume ( 1 ) and let e be

positive. If S is directed by inclusion and \jS £ V, then select a F set O with

-■Of c O and A(On(l)S)) < e . Close Su{0} under finite unions. By (1) there

exists a finite subcollection Gx, ..., G„ of S u {0} with A(U"Gi) + e > A(X).
Thus there exists a finite subcollection A of S with A(uA) + 2e > A(uS), and

since S is directed by inclusion we have A(uS) = sup{A(G) : G £S} .

2.4. Lemma. Let {Aa} be a collection of subsets of X. Then

srx(V,uaAa) = \jasrx(V,Aa).

Proof  srx(V, UaAa) = ö{m(V, x) : x £ DaAa} = Ua U {m(V, x) : x £ Aa}

= uasrx(V,Aa).   a

2.5. Lemma. Let the finite, finitely additive measure p on (X,sf) be x-smooth

with respect to V csf . Then for all O £ V, p(O) = L(*p)(st~x( V, O)).

Proof. Since st~x(V, O) c *0, it is enough to show that

p(0)<L(*p)(srl(v,o)).

Fix a positive standard e , and select an internal measurable set E containing
srx(V, O), with *p(E) < L(*p)(srx(V, 0)) + s. Then

p(O) = *p(*0r\E) + *p(*0n-iE) < L(*p)(srx(v,0)) + s + *p(*0n->E).

We conclude the proof by showing that *p(*0 n ->P) < e . For each x £ O,

m(V, x) C E, so by zc-saturation there exists a V set Ox with x £ Ox c O

and *0jc c P. By r-smoothness we can select from {Ox : x £ 0} a finite

subcollection Ox, ..., 0„ with p(U"Oj) + e > /z(O). Therefore

>(*On--£)<*//(*0)->(uf*0/)<e.   g

Landers and Rogge have shown (Theorem 1 of [LR]) that if the collection

3¡ c *sf has cardinality smaller than the saturation of the nonstandard model,

then \j2f is L(*p) measurable; if in addition 3¡ \ \J2¡ , we have L(*p)(u3>) =

supe3! L(*p)(D). The proof of this last statement will be given below in the

special case where the sets in 3¡ are of the form *D for D £ V . We remark

that the proof in the general case in the same.
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2.6. Lemma. Let p be a finite, finitely additive measure on (X,sf). If G is

open and cf is any collection of V sets such that cf \ G, then

L(*p)(srx(V,G))< supp(0).
0€(?

If in addition p is x-smooth with respect to V, then

L(+p)(srx(V, G)) = L(*p.)(\Jo€**0) = sup p(0).
0€(?

Proof. By zc-saturation there is a set Q £ *V such that *0 c Q for all

O £ cf, and °*p(Q) = sup0€& p(O). Then srx(V,G) = Li0&<fSt-x(V, O) c

oo&f*0 c Q and therefore L(*p)(srx(V, G)) < L(*p)(u0€<?*0) < °*p(Q) =
sup0e/f p(0). Next, assume p is T-smooth with respect to V. Fix e > 0

and select O £ cf with p(O') > sup0e/? p(O) - e. By Lemma 2.5, p(O') =
L(*p)(st~x(V, O')) < L(*p)(srx(V, G)), and since e is arbitrary, we have

L(*p)(srx(V,G)) = sup0€/fp(0).    D

Let 3§' denote the er-algebra generated by the collection s/ U T(V).

2.7. Theorem. Let the finite, finitely additive measure p on (X,sf) be outer

regular with respect to T(V)nsf . Then, if A and B are disjoint subsets of X

with A, B £ 38', we have

L(*p)[srx(V,A)nsrx(V, B)] = 0.

Proof. It is enough to show that the collection W of sets A c X for which
L(*p)[srx(V, A)nst~x(V, ^A)] = 0 is a 0-algebra containing sf and T(V).

Obviously i? is closed under complementation. Let {A„} be a sequence of

sets in £P . We need to show that UnAn £ fê, i.e., that

L(*p)[srx(V,unAn)nsrx(V,^u„An)] = 0.

But by Lemma 2.4

srx(V, u„a„) nsrx(V, nn^An)

= [u„srx(V,A„)]nsrx(v,n„->An)

cUn[srx(V,An)nsrx(V,^A„)],

so
L(*/t)[irI(F,ulli4l,)njr1(K,-.ull^ll)]

< Y,LCß)[st-l(V, A„)nsrl(v, ^An)] = o.
n

It is easily seen that W contains sf : If A £ sf , then for any £ > 0 there

are sets Ox, Ch £ T(V) nsf with AcOx,^Ac02 and p(Ox n Of) < e . Since
st~x(V, A) nst~x(V, -iA) c *Ox Ci*02 and e is arbitrary, we have

L(*p)[srx(V, A) nsrx(V, ^A)\ = 0.

Next we show that all the T(V) sets are in W. Fix G £ T(V) and e > 0.
The paving F is a base for T(V), closed under finite unions, so there exists

a collection cf of V sets with cf î G. Select O £ cf with sup0€(?p(0) <

p(O') + e/2 . By the outer regularity of p with respect to T(V) nsf , we can

find a set O" £ T(V) nsf such that ^O1 c O" and pdfV n O") < e/2. Then

sup p(0 n O") < sup p(0 \ Of) + p(0' n O") < e.
oe<? 0€(?
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Since ->G C ->0', it follows that

srx(V, G)nsrx(V,-^G)

c[srx(v, (G\o')uO')]njr,(K,-.0')

= [srx(V, G\0')Usrx(V, O')] nst~x(V, ^O')   by Lemma 2.4

c [srx(v,G\0')]u[srx(V, 0')nsrx(V, ^o')].

Now O £sf implies L(*p)[st~x(V, 0')nst~x(V; -O')] = 0, and thus it is

enough to show that L(*p)[st~x(V, G \ O')] < s . But this is clear, because

L(*p)[srx(V, G\ O')] < L(*p)[srx(V, Gn O")] < supp(0n O")
oe/f

by Lemma 2.6, since {On O" : O £ cf} 1 G nO" . The set O" was chosen so

that sup0e^ p(0 n O") < e ; hence, the proof is complete.   D

2.8. Theorem. Let the finite, finitely additive measure p on (X,sf) be outer

regular and x-smooth with respect to V. Then, for all A £sf ,

L(*p)[st-x(V,A)] = p(A),

and furthermore,  L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] is a x-smooth and outer regular measure

(with respect to T(V)), defined on a complete o-algebra which contains £§'.

Proof. First we show that L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] = p on sf . By the outer regularity

of p, we have L(*p)[st~x(V, A)] < p(A) for every A £ sf , so

L(*p)[ns(V,*X)] < L(*p)[srx(V,A)] + L(*p)[srx(V, -,A)]

< p(A) + p(-iA) = p(X) = L(*p)[ns(V, *X)]

by Lemma 2.5. Thus L(*p)[st~l(V, A)] = p(A).

Next we prove that L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] is a countably additive measure on

¿%', by showing that for each set B £ SS' there is an L(*p) measurable set D
with D n ns(V, *X) = st~x(V, B). Clearly it is enough to do this for the sets

in sf u T(V), since they generate 3§'. This part of the proof does not require

the T-smoothness of p with respect to V. Fix G £ T(V), and select cf c V

with cf î G. For each zz e N choose 0„ £ cf and C„ £ cV with Cn c 0„,

p(0„) + 1/2« > sup0e# p(O) and p(Cn) + 1/2« > p(On). Then p(C„) +

1/zz > sup0et?p(0) and (ns(V, *X) n [U„*C„]) c srx(V, G) c U0e/?*0. Let
D be the set [(U„*C„) \ ns(V, *X)] U srx(V, G). Clearly D n zzs(F, *A") =

si~'(F, G) and (U„*C„) c D c (Uoe^**?) • Since the Loeb measure is complete

and L(*ju)(U„*C„) = L(*yu)(U06^*0), it follows that D is L(*p) measurable.

We can utilize a similar reasoning with each set A £ sf : For every zz e N, select

On £ V and C„ £ cV with C„ c A C 0„ and /z(0„ \ C„) < 1/zz, and argue as
before. Thus L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] is a countably additive measure on 3§'. We

remark that if ns(V, *X) is L(*p) measurable, then the preceding argument

shows that st~x(V, B) is L(*p) measurable for all ßeJ", provided that p

is outer regular with respect to V . Therefore we see that the equivalence of the

measurability of ns(V, *X) and st~x(V, •) is preserved in the nontopological

case. This result is of independent interest, so we will present it as a separate

theorem.
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In Theorem 2.7 we showed that the class ^ of sets A c X for which

L(*p)[st~x(V, A) n st~x(V, ^A)] = 0 is a 0-algebra and it contains 38'.

Clearly, ^ also contains the completion of 38' under L(*p)[st~x(V, •)]: If

D c X has outer measure zero, then L(*p)[st~x(V, D) n st~x(V, -.£>)] =

L(*p)[st~l(V, D)] = 0. Hence L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] is a complete measure on

a 0-algebra containing J?'.

To prove that L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] is outer regular with respect to T(V), we

note, as Landers and Rogge do in the topological case (Lemma 7 of [LR]), that

for every E c X,

L(*p)[srx(V,E)] = inf{L(*p)[srx(V, 0)]:EcO£ T(V)}.

It is enough to show that

L(*p)[srx(V, E)] > inf {L(*p)[st~x(V, O)]: EcO£ T(V)}.

Select any A £ *sf with srX(V, E) c A . We will produce a set G in T(V)
such that st~x(V, E) c st~x(V, G) c A . For every xe£ there exists, by zc-

saturation, a V set Ox with x £ Ox and *Ox: c A . Let G be the set Uxe/jOx .

Then PcGe P(F), and thus jr'(F,£) Csr1^, G)c\Jx€E*Qx CA.
Finally, we show that L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] is t-smooth with respect to T(V).

Let cf be a subcollection of T(V), directed by inclusion. To see why

L(*p)[srx(V,ucf)] = sup L(*p)[srx(V,0)],
oetf

choose, for each O £ cf, a collection "V0 of F sets with O = \JV0 . Let 'V be

the closure under finite unions of the collection U{^o : O £cf} . Then "V c F

and ^ î Utf. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, L(*p)[st~x(V, ucf)] = supDe^p(D) =

supD6^L(*/z)[5i_,(F, Z))]. But if D £ 'V, then D is contained in a finite

union of sets from cf. Since cf is directed by inclusion, there is a set in cf

that contains D. Therefore

sup L(*p)[st~x(V,D)]< supL(*p)[st~x(V, O)]
D^r oe/f

< L(*p)[srx(V, ucf)] = sup L(*p)[srx(V, D)].   o

2.9. Theorem. Let the finite, finitely additive measure p on (X,sf) be outer

regular with respect to V. Then, st~x(V,A) is L(*p) measurable for all A£

38' if and only if ns(V, *X) is L(*p) measurable.

This is a corollary to the proof of Theorem 2.8, as we indicated there.

2.10. Example. The following set-up is often encountered in probability the-

ory as a model of an infinite sequence of coin tosses with a fair coin. Let

(X, sfn, Pn)n€N De the filtration obtained by choosing X to be the interval

[0, 1), sfn the algebra generated by the intervals [ja, l2tr), i = 0, 1, ...,

2" - 1, and P„ the probability measure that assigns to each interval in sf„
its length. We will use Theorem 2.8 to find a measure P on [0,1) such that

for all n £ N, P | sfn = Pn . Set F = unsfn ■ Then V is an algebra. Define

a measure A on F by A(A) := Pn(A), where zz is the smallest integer for

which A £ P„ . Note that o(V) = Bo(X), the Borel sets of X, since the dyadic
rational numbers are dense in [0,1), whence every open interval belongs to

o(V).  Since  V is the entire algebra and every nonempty set in  V is just a
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finite union of intervals, the measure A is trivially outer regular and T-smooth

with respect to F. Thus P = L(*A) ost~x(V, •) extends A to the Borel sets

of I. P could also be obtained by using the Carathéodory extension theo-

rem, after showing that for any decreasing sequence {A„} of sets in F with

nA„ - 0, limXAn — 0. But Theorem 2.8 gives us the additional information

that P is T-smooth with respect to T( V).

Because L(*A) ost'x(V, [a, b)) = b - a for each dyadic interval [a,b),it

follows that P = L(*A) o st~x(V, •) is Lebesgue measure. With a little more

effort, it is possible to show that zzs(F,*[0, 1)) is L(*A) measurable, so we can

use L(*A)osrx(V, •) to extend A, instead of L(*A) °st~x(V, •).

Fix H £ *N\N, and let v be the internal, discrete probability measure whose

support is {0,1///, 2/H, ..., (H - l)/H} and which satisfies v({n/H}) =
l/H for zz = 0, 1, ..., H - 1. It is easy to see that L(v) o srx(V, •) (or

L(v) ost~x(V, •) ) also extends A. In the following section we present a general

result of this kind, for outer regular, t-smooth measures.

The next corollary is a special case of Theorem 2.8. A family of sets 3?

is compact if for every collection &~ c 3? with n!F = 0, there is a finite

subcollection Ací such that nA = 0 ; and a measure p is compact if

it is inner regular with respect to a compact family 3f of measurable sets.

Let p be a finite, finitely additive measure on an algebra sf , such that p is

compact with respect to 3Í . Let F be the closure, under finite unions and finite

intersections, of the collection c3t u {0, X}. Clearly, every covering of X by

sets from c3ff U {0, X} has a finite subco ver. Since c3¡f U {0, X} is a subbase

for T(V), it follows from Alexander's theorem that X is T(V) compact,

and thus, so is every set in 3f. Therefore, the closure of 3Í under arbitrary

intersections and finite unions, denoted here by 3?, is also a compact family.

By a different technique, David Ross has proven a result basically identical to

the next corollary, in the special case where p is countably additive and sf

a 0-algebra (see [R]). We remark that Ross' methods depend in an essential

manner on the existence of a compact family of measurable sets, and therefore

cannot go beyond the compact case.

2.11. Corollary. Let the finite, finitely additive measure p on (X,sf) be inner

regular with respect to a compact family of sets 3f. Let V be the closure, under

finite unions and finite intersections, of the collection c3? U {0, X} . Then, for

all A £ sf , L(*p)[st~x(V, A)] = p(A). Furthermore, L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] is a

countably additive measure, inner regular with respect to the compact family 3f,

and defined on a complete o-algebra which contains 38'.

Proof. The measure p is t-smooth with respect to F, since for any upward

directed collection cf c V with lief £ sf and any positive standard e , there is a

set K £ 3? such that K cucf and p(ucf\K) < e . Now cf is upward directed
and covers K, so there exists a set O £ cf which contains K. Therefore

p(Ucf) = sup0e¿,p(0). Clearly p is outer regular with respect to F, so by

Theorem 2.8, L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] extends p to a 0-algebra containing 38' and

is outer regular with respect to T(V), hence inner regular with respect to 3f .

Finally, ns(V, *X) = *X is L(*p) measurable, and hence so is st~x(V, B)

for every set B£38'. Therefore L(*p)[srx(V, •)] = L(*p)[st~x(V, •)] on the

completion of 38', finishing the proof.    D
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Theorem 2.8 entails an interesting result in abstract measure theory, namely,

that every finite, finitely additive measure that is t-smooth and outer regular

with respect to some [0, X, nf, u/]-paving V has a t-smooth extension to

a 0-algebra containing all unions of sets from F . The standard proof of this

result is due to Topsoe (see [T]).

3. Representation of measures by discrete internal measures

with hyperfinite support

In the applications of Loeb measures, it is often useful to represent a standard

measure p not by *p , but by an internal measure v with a simpler structure.

Typically, v is a discrete measure with hyperfinite support. Next we show that

such a representation is also possible in the nontopological case. A measure p

is continuous if p({x}) = 0 for all x £ X ; p is discrete if there is a finite

or countable set D c X with p(X \ D) = 0 and p({x}) / 0 for all x £ D.
Every measure p can be decomposed into a continuous and a discrete part, i.e.,

p = pc + Pd , where pc is continuous and p¡¡ is discrete. An internal measure

is said to be a hyperfinite counting measure if its support is hyperfinite and it

assigns the same mass to each point in the support.

3.1. Theorem. Let the finite, finitely additive measure p on (X,sf) be outer

regular and x-smooth with respect to V. Then there exists an internal discrete

measure v with hyperfinite support such that for all A £ sf ,

L(u)[srx(V,A)] = p(A),

and furthermore, L(v)[st'x(V, •)] is a x-smooth and outer regular measure

(with respect to T(V)) defined on a complete a-algebra which contains 38'. If

p is continuous, then v can be taken to be a hyperfinite counting measure.

Proof. The result is obvious if p is discrete; v can be obtained simply by

truncating *p . By the decomposition result mentioned before, we may assume

that p is continuous. Ward Henson has proven (Theorem 1 of [He]) that there

is a hyperfinite counting measure v on *X, with p(A) = °v(*A) for all A £ sf .

First we need to show, as we did with *p , that the collection W of sets A c X
for which L(u)[srx(V, A) nst~x(V, ^A)] = 0 is a 0-algebra containing sf

and T(V). The proof that W is closed under complementation and countable

unions is the same as before. To show that W contains sf and T(V), one

can argue as in Theorem 2.7, and then use the equality p(A) = °v(*A) for all

A £Sf .
The set function L(i/)[st~l(V, •)] is outer regular, since for every A c X

and every internal set E containing st~x(V, A) there is a T(V) set G with

st-x(V,A)csrx(V,G)cE. Thus the result will follow from Theorem 2.8

if we show that L(u)[srx(V, G)] = L(*p)[srl(V, G)] for all G £ T(V).
The set zzs(F, *X) has full L(v) outer measure, for, if E is an internal set

contained in *X \ ns(V, *X) and x £ X, we can select a V set Ox with

x £ Ox and *Ox c -■£. Fix e > 0 and (by the t-smoothness of p ) find a

finite subcollection Ox , ..., On of {Ox : x £ X} such that p(U"0,) > p(X) - e .

Then L(u)(E) < <V(*(-. W¡ O,)) = p(^ U" 0¡) < e, and therefore ns(V ,*X)

has full L(v) outer measure. Fix G £ T(V) and cf c V with cf ] G. Select

O' £ cf such that sup0e^ p(0) < ¡i(O') + e/2, and C £ cV with C c O' and
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p(0' \ C) < e/2 . Now

L(u)[srx(V, G)] > L(u)[srx(V, O')] > L(v)[*Cnns(V,*X)]

- L(v)(*C)    (since ns(V, *X) has full outer measure)

= p(C) > p(O') - e/2 > L(*p)[srx(V, G)]-e.   .

Therefore L(u)[st~x(V, G)] > L(*p)[st~x(V, G)].   The reverse inequality is

easy to prove:

L(u)[srl(V,G)]<L(v)(Uoetf*0)

= sup L(u)(*0)   by Theorem 1 of [LR]
0€tf

= sup p(O) = L(*p)[srx(V, G)]   by Lemma 2.6.   D
0€(?

The analogous result for compact measures can be obtained as a corollary

from this theorem.

4. Concluding remarks

( 1 ) Suppose we start with an internal measure ip on the algebra *sf , instead

of a standard measure on sf . It is still possible to get a standard measure

L(\p)[st~x(V, •)] on a 0-algebra containing sf , provided we can find a paving

V csf with the following "outer regularity" property: For each standard e > 0

and each A £ sf , there is a set O £ V such that A c O and ipifO \ *A) < e .

It is easy to modify the proof of Theorem 2.7 to cover this case.

(2) In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we used a result of Henson on the existence

of hyperfinite counting measures representing standard, continuous, finitely ad-

ditive measures. Henson utilized hyperfinite partitions (a technique originally

due to Loeb, see [L3]) to generalize the work of Bernstein and Wattenberg on

the representation of Lebesgue measure (cf. [BW]). These results (which belong

to the period before the discovery of Loeb measures, when the representation
of measures was done through transfer methods and the map * ) tell us that,

given a standard measure p on an algebra sf , there is an internal, hyperfinite,

discrete measure tp such that °tp(*A) = p(A) for all A £ sf . In the context of

Loeb measures far less is needed. Consider, for instance, Lebesgue measure A

on [0,1] with the usual topology. It is well known (cf. [A]) that the hyperfinite

counting measure v of Example 2.10 (v({n/H\) - l/H, where H is an infi-

nite integer and zz = 0, 1, ..., H— 1 ) can be used to represent Lebesgue measure

via L(v)osrx(-), despite the fact that z/(*Qn*[0, 1]) = 1 ̂ A(Qn[0, 1]) = 0.

Let p be a finitely additive measure on (X, sf), such that p is outer regular

and t-smooth with respect to F . To carry out the proof of Theorem 3.1 it is

enough to find an internal, discrete measure q> with hyperfinite support, such

that °(p(*0) = p(O) for all O £ V . The preceding discussion shows that to re-

quire °<p(*A) = p(A) for all A £ sf is unnecessarily restrictive when working

with Loeb measures, for it may exclude the most natural hyperfinite discrete

measures from consideration. In the specific case of Lebesgue measure A and

the hyperfinite counting measure v we have X = L(u) ost~l('), since X is

Radon and X(O) -0u(*0) for all open sets O, even though this equality does

not hold for all Lebesgue measurable sets.
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